MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM: A REVIEW
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ABSTRACT

Intrusion detection is considered as one of the foremost research areas in network security, the challenge is to recognize unusual access that could lead to compromising the interconnected nodes. Anomaly-based intrusion detection system, that utilizes machine learning techniques such as single classifier and hybrid classifier have the capability to recognize unpredicted malevolent. In this paper, we examine different machine learning techniques that have been proposed for detecting intrusion by focusing on the hybrid classifier algorithms. The objective is to determine their strengths and weaknesses. From the comparison, we hope to identify the gap for developing an efficient intrusion detection system that is yet to be researched.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Securing information is becoming one of the biggest challenges in an interconnected world. The highly valued information, coupled with the vulnerabilities of the system lead to significant growth of cyber-attacks. There are many tools designed to prohibit the internet-based attacks such as firewall, intrusion prevention system and intrusion detection systems (IDS). Particularly, IDS was developed as a tool for detecting attacks mounted over the network. As the sophistication of attacks increases, the proficient intrusion detection technique is required to prevent these vexatious activities. Consequently, IDS has been a centre for the research and become one of the fundamental components in computer security. Its primary responsibility is to identify malicious attacks in order to protect computer systems from possible damages.

Via detection techniques, we can categorize IDS into signature based detection (SBD) and anomaly based detection (ABD) [1]. SDB is capable of detecting attacks, of which its operational pattern has been identified, similar to that of anti-virus applications in detecting viruses. Unfortunately, the drawback of this technique is the incapacity to detect novel attacks. Moreover, there is a need for continuous updating of attack signatures for newly identified attacks. Alternatively, ABD works by determining any deviation from the regular usage patterns as an intrusion. For this, ABD needs to be familiar with normal usage via training. Machine learning techniques have been widely used to serve this purpose. Until recently, many techniques have been developed and each one has their own strengths. In general, the effectiveness of IDS is a measure of its proficiency to detect intrusion, to the least those that could potentially cause devastating damages. Some common parameters for measurement are detection rate, false positive, false negative, true positive and false alarm. Most of the existing techniques concentrated on improving the detection rate and therefore, to some degree, the field has been tremendously well researched. However, the current state of research shows that these techniques having a high rate of false alarms [2],[3]. This new problem has widened up the window for further investigation.

Two classes of machine learning techniques, namely single classifier and hybrid classifier have been applied to promote numbers of anomaly intrusion systems. Some researchers applied single classifier techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), One-R (1R) and Random Forest (RF) while others applied a combination of classifiers such as
K-Means and One-R (KM+1R), Self-Organizing Maps and Support Vector Machine (SOM+SVM) and K-Means Clustering and Naïve Bayes Classifier (KMC+NBC), and so forth.

In this paper, we review a number of ABD techniques that have been developed for IDS. Each technique was tested using different available datasets targeting a different set of attacks. Our main concern is to determine the key advantages of each technique as well as their weaknesses. In the future, this paper can serve as a reference point and provide opportunities to improve the existing approach to further research in this field. However, in this paper, we bound the topic to clustering and the classification method as a hybrid classifier.

2. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES

In this section, we examine different machine learning techniques that include a single classifier and hybrid classifier. For each technique, we identify its strengths and weaknesses.

2.1 Single Classifiers

Single machine learning classifier can be used to address the problem of intrusion detection. In literatures, researchers have used machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) to resolve this problem and the results have shown some significant achievements.

Author [4] proposed an approach for classification of attacks in Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based Voice over Internet Protocol (IP) environments using support vector machine (SVM). Initially, the analyser assesses an arrangement of pre-specified features for building up vectors. All vectors are defined as either attack or normal vector. The classifier determines if a vector corresponds to a several anomaly and issue an alarm event if needed. Experimental results show a performance of real time and better accuracy of identifying Spam over Internet Telephony (SPIT) attacks as well as flooding particularly when these combined with proficient event correlation rules. Unfortunately, their study did not cover other type of detection because these were considered to be their future work.

Author [5] proposed a simple and well-known learning algorithm known as 1R or One Rule. On particular tested attributes, 1R generates classification based the value of a single attribute. 1R selects the less error rate attribute for its “one rule”. The error rate increases when there are instances that do not belong to the corresponding attribute class. Furthermore, the accuracy of 1R increases when applying more complex rules that have various implications for machine learning applications and researches. 1R has the ability to predict the accuracy of the rules that were created by more advanced machine learning systems.

RF is a popular regression technique and part of an ensemble classification approach. Author [6] proposed RF based on growing multiple randomized trees without pruning. A random Forest algorithm is a classification method for multifunction data using random sampling and attribute selection. Thus, RF is a natural choice for a variety of tasks such as probability estimation [7], prediction [8], and pattern analysis in Bioinformatics [9]. Author [10] proposed a framework for anomaly detection that utilizes a RF algorithm in order to detect uninhabitable intrusion. The implementation has been tested over different datasets acquired from the KDD Cup ’99 datasets. Compared to other reported unsupervised anomaly detection approaches, this approach increases the detection rate and lowering down false positive rate.

Author [11] utilized a conditional probability for every relationship by analyzing the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. Naïve Bayes (NB) is based on a very strong independence assumption with a quite simple structure. In [12] the author stated that Naïve Bayes classifiers (NBC) offer more reasonable result, even with an easy structure. Experiments showed that NB is very competent in classification task, but lack in classifying User-to-Root (U2R) and Remote-to-Local (R2L) based attacks correctly.

Another use of NBC was proposed for anomaly based network intrusion detection in [13]. It was demonstrated that the NBC is extra effective in identifying network intrusion as a contrast to the neural network technique. However, they found that although their technique generates reasonable detection rate of up to 95%, the generation of false positive remains high. Due to this, the research on single classifier has been slowly replaced by the hybrid classifier which offers much promising results.

2.2 Hybrid Classifiers

The essential objective of the development of IDS is to acquire superior probable accuracy for a task [14]. This goal leads to the invention of hybrid classifiers to conquer the problems related to IDS.
Hybrid classifier combines many machine learning techniques, with one intention in mind, to further enhance the performance of the detection system [15].

Particularly, there are two kinds of hybrid classifiers. The first type can be based on combining diverse classifiers such as Nero-fuzzy technique [16]. The second type of hybrid classifier can be based on combining clustering technique and classification technique together. In this paper, we bound our concentration of the second type of hybrid classifier.

In hybrid machine-learning model that combines clustering and classification techniques, the clustering is employed as the initial module for “pre-classification” assignment and the classification technique as the subsequent module is employed for the ultimate classification task [17],[18]. In particular, the clustering technique performs data reduction task by filtering out unrepresentative data. Specifically, the data which will not be able to cluster correctly can be considered as outlier’s data. The typical data devoid of the outlier’s data is applied to train the classifier in an aim to maximize the classification result.

In contrast, the classification method can be applied as the initial module and the clustering as the subsequent module as the clustering method cannot differentiate the data more precisely. Hence, a classifier can be trained a priori, and its production is later utilized as the input for the cluster to increase the clustering result.

Author [19] proposed a weighted polynomial equation as the objective method of an evolutionary procedure. The factor values of the proposed equation are anomalous scores of every single Transmission Control protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) fields in compliance to numerous anomaly attacks. Genetic Algorithm (GA) was used with the proposed objective function for the optimized field selection because GA has fast processing time and good detection rate. The result has shown an increasing in detection rates of up to 97.56% when the number of selected fields used is 15.

Author [20] introduced a Flexible Neural Tree Model (FNT) based on a combination of genetic algorithms and neural networks. Moreover, the IDS was modelled using a hierarchical hybrid intelligent system that combines support vector machine (DT-SVM) and decision tree. While the DT-SVM produced high detection rate, it’s insufficient in the proficiency to segregate an attack from normal behaviour [21].

Author [22] introduced a parallel genetic local search algorithm. In this algorithm the universal population is separated into several sub-populations, every one appointed to a discrete processor. Every single sub-population comprises of the similar class fuzzy rules. Results disclosed that the proposed algorithm was able to maximize the detection rate to 96.3% and minimize the false alarm rate to 0.29% concurrently. The training duration of the presented learning algorithm is reduced extensively using the recommended parallel learning framework. This improvement might be utilized to create high-performance classifiers which able to solve the complex classification problems in a significant short computation duration.

Author [23] proposed a novel supervised network intrusion detection method based on Transductive Confidence Machines for K-Nearest Neighbours (TCM-KNN) machine learning algorithm and active learning based training data selection algorithm. This approach can proficiently identify anomalies with higher detection rate, lower false positives under the condition of using much less chosen data and chosen features for training in contrast to the traditional supervised intrusion detection methods. A number of experiments conducted against the well-known KDD Cup ’99 dataset demonstrate that this method is more robust and efficient than the state-of-the-art intrusion detection methods.

Author [3] proposed a hybrid learning model based on the Triangle Area-based Nearest Neighbours (TANN) which consists of K-Means clustering and K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN) classifier in order to detect attacks efficiently. Initially, K-Means clustering is used to extract a number of cluster centres that represents one particular category of attacks before the K-NN classifier is applied. This approach offered a high detection rate at 98.95%, but unfortunately came with a high false alarm rate at 3.83%.

According to [24], many works have been done to enhance detection capabilities of IDS. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been widely used and successfully applied to solve many complex practical problems. However, ANN-based IDS failed in detecting low-frequent attacks such as R2L and U2R based attacks. ANN meets difficulties to learn the behaviour of this kind of attack because the learning sample size is too small compared to the high-frequent attacks. Therefore, the author proposed a novel approach for ANN-based IDS using ANN and Fuzzy Clustering called FC-ANN.
to overcome these drawbacks. The fuzzy clustering approach is applied to generate different training subsets before a different ANN models are trained to formulate different models. Then, fuzzy aggregation module is employed to aggregate the result. Each subset of the training set has a lower complexity by employing fuzzy clustering and this directly enable the ANN to learn each subset more precisely in detecting low-frequent attacks. As a result, FC-ANN approach achieved a higher detection rate for R2L and U2R attacks, respectively at 83.33% and 93.18%, compared to other well-known methods. Nonetheless, a potential drawback of this approach is in its weakness to detect probe based attacks with just at 48.12%.

Author [25] proposed SVM-based IDS with BIRCH hierarchical clustering as a pre-processing phase and simple feature selection procedures to reduce some unimportant features. The performance of SVM is further improved by using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Moreover, the simple feature selection procedure allows SVM to categorize data much more accurately. The author showed that this technique can achieve high detection rates at 99.5%, 97.5%, and 99.3% for Denial of Service (DoS), probe and normal data respectively. However, the predicted percentage of this system to make distinction between R2L and normal data was decreased dramatically to 28.8%.

Author [26] used the Feature Selection (FS) method in order to improve the performance of existing classifiers by excluding non-consequential features. Furthermore, an improved Partial Least Squares Support Vector Machine called PLSSVM has been introduced. A linear and non-linear measure for the feature selection within pre-processing phase has been considered in this work. PLSSVM performed well in classifying normal and probe attacks records, respectively at 95.69% and 86.46%. In contrast, PLSSVM missed a big number of dynamic attacks such as DoS and U2R attacks that behave quite similar to the normal behaviour, which were recorded at 78.76% and 30.7% respectively.

Author [27] used K-Means clustering and One-R classifier (KM+1R) to produce a hybrid machine learning technique. The essential solution is to break up instances between the possible attacks and the normal instances through a first stage in different cluster. Afterwards, the clusters are assorted into Probe, R2L, U2R, DoS and Normal attacks. The performance of KM+1R was measured using KDD Cup '99 dataset. This hybrid approach achieved a low false alarm rate at 2.73%, while accuracy and detection rate at 99.26 and 99.33 respectively.

Author [28] used the hybrid of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and genetic algorithms (GA) to evaluate IDS's performance by examining the most representative parameters which are accuracy, false and true alarms. The result reported high accuracy rate to detect intrusion at 98.33% and good quality percentage of false positive, true positive, false negative and true negative at 1.78%, 99.49%, 0.5%, 98.21%, respectively, compared to technique based on SVM alone which was 2.14, 98.75%, 1.25% and 97.85% respectively.

Author [29] introduced the hybrid approach that contains RF classifier and Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE). RF was used to develop proficiency and effectual IDS while SMOTE was applied to enhance the detection rate of R2L and U2R classes in the imponderables training dataset. After that single out the whole of the fundamental features of the minority classes using R2L and U2R classes attack mode. Using this approach it was shown that the time required to build the model was decreased and the detection rates for R2L and U2R were increased to 0.963% and 0.962% respectively when the number of features is 22.

Author [30] proposed hybrid approach that combines K-Means clustering and Naïve Bayes Classifier (KMC+NBC). The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated using the ISCX 2012 dataset. The group of authors concluded that the KMC+NBC has considerably enhanced the accuracy and detection rate up to 99% and 98.8%, respectively, whereas decreased the false alarm rate to 2.2%.

Author [31] proposed a novel hybrid learning model for intrusion detection based on k-means clustering, naïve bayes and decision table majority approaches to improve the detection rate, accuracy and false alarm. K-means clustering employed as a pre-classification component to gather a similar behaviour of data in a single group. Next, the clustered grouped by data classified into normal and abnormal classes through the naïve Bayes classifier in order to reduce the amount of misclassified results during the clustering stage. Subsequently, the classified data pass to decision table majority for conclusive progression. These methods evaluated with KDD Cup '99 dataset. However, no result reported on this work.

A proficient integrated data mining methods consisting of k-means clustering, neural network as
3. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

Choosing a significant hybrid classifier is not an easy task to be accomplished. The ineffective combinational could downgrade the detection performance. For example, the rate of false alarm of previous work is not much improved. The hybrid approaches should focus to maximize the rate of true positive and true negative as well as minimize the rate of false positive and false negative, which could directly increase the rate of accuracy with the better false alarm rate. Moreover, a number of previous works evaluated with KDD Cup 1999 dataset that contains the old type or version of the attacks. Nowadays, the nature of an attack has undergone significant changes and resembles the characteristic of a normal situation where it is difficult to be identified. This remains as an open challenge in the research community. In addition, constraints on clustering stage (i.e. errors of cluster arrangement or cannot differentiate and group the data more accurately) need to be improved on earlier to help the classification method get the best performance.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper reviews a series of studies on IDS that is based on machine learning techniques. Particularly, we reassess papers published between the year 1993 and 2014. Many machine learning techniques such as single classifier and hybrid classifier have been used in the domain of intrusion detection. Each technique has successfully shown significant improvement over the others. However, in general, there is no one technique that is the best among others, except under certain working conditions. We conclude that the research into IDS utilizing machine learning technique is way from complete and therefore, further improvements are yet to be undertaken.
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## Table 1: Comparison of Related Works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Related Issues</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2004 [17]</td>
<td>SOM+ANN</td>
<td>Anomaly &amp; Misuse Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1998</td>
<td>DR, FA, FP</td>
<td>DR: 97.1%</td>
<td>FP: 2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shon et al., 2006 [19]</td>
<td>GA+ANN/ K-NN/SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1998</td>
<td>DR, FP, FN</td>
<td>DR: 98.6%</td>
<td>FP: 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadeh et al., 2007 [22]</td>
<td>GA+FL</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1998</td>
<td>DR, FA</td>
<td>FA: 0.29%</td>
<td>DR: 96.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu and Guo, 2007 [23]</td>
<td>TCM k-NN</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD-Cup 99</td>
<td>TP, FP</td>
<td>TP: 99.6%</td>
<td>FP: 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al., 2007 [20]</td>
<td>GA +ANN</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1998</td>
<td>FP, FN</td>
<td>FP: 0.61%</td>
<td>FN: 0.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayacik et al., 2007 [35]</td>
<td>SOM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>FP, DR</td>
<td>DR: 90.4%</td>
<td>FP: 1.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latifur et al., 2007 [18]</td>
<td>SOM+SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1998</td>
<td>FP, FN, AC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozyer et al., 2007 [36]</td>
<td>Genetic Fuzzy Classifier</td>
<td>Anomaly &amp; Misuse Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shon et al., 2007 [38]</td>
<td>GA +SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>DARPA 1999</td>
<td>DR, FP, FN</td>
<td></td>
<td>DR: 87.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-Yun et al., 2009 [37]</td>
<td>DT, SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC, FP, DR</td>
<td>FA: 1.0%</td>
<td>DR: 70.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arman et al., 2009 [39]</td>
<td>Clustering, K-NN, SVM, H-SOM</td>
<td>Anomaly &amp; Misuse Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>FP, DR</td>
<td>DR: 98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsai et al., 2010 [3]</td>
<td>KM+K-NN, SVM, K-NN and TANN</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC, DR, FA</td>
<td>DR: 98.95%</td>
<td>AC: 96.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang et al., 2010 [24]</td>
<td>ANN+Fuzzy Clustering</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC, FP, DR</td>
<td>AC: 98.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horng et al., 2011 [25]</td>
<td>BIRCH Clustering+SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC, FP, DR</td>
<td>AC: 95.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muda et al., 2011 [2]</td>
<td>KM+1R</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC, DR, FA</td>
<td>AC: 99.26%</td>
<td>DR: 99.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesfahun et al., 2013 [29]</td>
<td>SMOTE +FS+RF</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>NSL-KDD</td>
<td>DR, FP</td>
<td>Ac of R2L: 0.963, Ac of U2R: 0.962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yassin et al., 2013 [30]</td>
<td>KMC+NBC</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>ISCX 2012</td>
<td>AC, DR, FA</td>
<td>AC: 99%</td>
<td>DR: 98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandrasekhar et al., 2014 [32]</td>
<td>k-means, NN, SVM</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>AC: 98.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somani et al., 2014 [33]</td>
<td>Clustering and Association</td>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>KDD Cup 99</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>AC: 99%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>